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Unruly Splats?

Splats
are bi g,
st om pa ble
bu tt on s fo r
ki ds to
prog ra m

05 vs. 13

LIGHT UP

KEEP SCORE

MAKE SOUND

At Unruly Studios, we are strong believers in fun and the power of play. The more Unruly,
the better! We like to make mistakes, discover new ways to do old things, and work with
each other. We share our creations and our failures, because we know we can learn more
together!
Code epic obstacle courses, re-create an arcade favorite, review for an upcoming quiz, or
maybe hurdle some sheep. With Splats, students code and play their own games. Use
Splats to bring movement and collaboration into your classroom – all while introducing
fundamental STEM skills. A versatile tool for elementary and middle schoolers, Splats live
in gyms, libraries, labs, classrooms, and after school spaces.
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Use Splats as a
and
tool to bring
to your classroom!

Splats are an interactive tool for
kids age 6 to 14.
Splats sense when they are stepped on, light
up, keep score, and make sound. Using these
inputs and outputs you can create and play
any game imaginable! Code your Splats using
our iPad app or Chrome web-app (on a
Chromebook or bluetooth enabled
computer).

You can run and jump on Splats.
Splats bring movement to the classroom and
STEM to the gym! Link up to six Splats to one
device to create dynamic games.

Students collaborate to design
and program their games.
Students work in small groups to come up
with ideas, design, and build their games.
Testing on virtual Splats and debugging
games is design thinking at its best!

Introduce fundamental STEM
concepts through play.
Splats are programmed with a simple block
coding language. Rules for games are the
rules for the program, making Splats a great
way to incorporate computational thinking
into any classroom.
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of Unruly Splats
Unruly App
Our Unruly Splats app is where
students program their Unruly
games. In the app you can build new
games, or play and modify pre-built
games. Use the iPad app or Chrome
web-app on a chromebook or
bluetooth enabled computer.

EASY HOLD HANDLE
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Splats don’t just live on the floor, use them
anywhere!
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Each LED is individually addressable. Use the
map included with your kit to locate the LEDS
and turn your Splat into a rainbow!

SPEAKER
Choose from a whole library of sounds!

BUTTON FEET
Treat these feet right! Make sure your
Splats are placed on a clean, flat
surface when you play.

ON

OFF

ON/OFF SWITCH
BATTERIES
Splats come with three AA batteries. To
replace them, remove the battery cover with
a screwdriver.
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with Splats
The Unruly Classroom Set comes with a Core Activity Pack
This pack of ten lesson plans guides you through some of our favorite things to do with
Splats in the classroom. There are two types of activities: Exercises and Challenges.
Only have 20 minutes? We've got Exercises for that – short lesson plans that guide your
students through a collaborative game or the creation of a simple program. Challenges
are longer projects, including debugging exercises, more complex game development,
and more independent worktime.
Splats add fun to a variety of learning spaces: classrooms, gyms, libraries, innovation
labs, makerspaces, and out-of-school programming.

LIBRARY

Libraries and Makerspaces

Traditional Classrooms

Out-of-school programming

Gyms or Recess
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